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A B ST R A C T
Applications of the Snake Theorem 
Steven Richard Mattioli
We consider three best approximation problems: approximation with con­
straints outside the interval of approximation, reciprocal approximation, and max- 
imin approximation. We show how Keener’s version of the so-called Snake Theorem 
can be effectively used as a tool to characterize best approximations. Approxima­
tion with constraints outside the interval of approximation and reciprocal (more 
specifically rational) approximation were considered in the literature by Laurent 
and others. We recast these results (or expand and then recast these results) in the 
setting of the NL-functional and apply a theorem of Keener’s to obtain the desired 
oscillation statements. In the case of maximin approximation, to our knowledge, 
all results are new.
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CHAPTER 1 
Prelim inaries
A classical problem in approximation theory is to approximate a given function 
/  defined on the interval [a, b] in the Chebyshev (uniform) norm, using elements 
p from some family of functions H. We seek a best approximation p* & II to f  
on [a, 6], an element that minimizes \\f{x) — p (x )||^ , where ||-j|^ is the uniform 
norm. In this context, one may sometimes characterize a best approximation as 
an element from the approximating family which "oscillates" around /  a certain 
number of times on [a, b].
D efinition 1 (touching [5]). We say that two functions u and v defined on 
[a,b], not necessarily continuous, touch at z in [a,b] i f  there are sequences {Xn}
and {pn} converging to z such that u{xn) — v{yn) —> 0 .
D efinition 2 (oscillation). Given two functions f  and g defined on [a,b], with 
f  < g on [a, b], we say:
(a): the function p, with f  < p < g on [a, b], l-oscillates n-times between 
f  and g if  there are points Xi, xa, s a t i s f y i n g  a < Xi < X2  < ... <
Xn < b, such that p touches f  at each Xi, 1 < z < n, where i is odd and
touches g at each Xi, 2 < i  < n, where i is even;
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(b): the function p u-oscülates n-times between f  and g if  p l-oscillates 
n-times between g and f ;
(c): the function p oscillates n-times between f  and g ifp  either l-oscillates 
or u-oscillates n-times between f  and g.
One theorem which uses this idea is presented in [7], The theorem may be 
viewed as a version of Karlin’s oscillation theorem using a unisolvent approximating 
family of functions, paired with a related uniqueness theorem from [6, 7].
1.1. T he Snake Theorem
The oscillation theorem, descriptively nicknamed "The Snake Theorem," was 
introduced by Karlin in [4], It was given its nickname by Krein and Nudel’man 
[8], who along with (among others) Pinkus [12], Gopinath and Kurshan [3], and 
Keener [5, 6, 7] extend this theorem. The earliest incarnations of this theorem were 
presented in the context of the "Chebyshev space" [3, 4, 5, 8], while [6, 7, 12] 
attem pt to extend its validity to "unisolvent and varisolvent (see Section 1.2.1) 
families" as well. We consider the incarnation presented by Keener in [6, 7].
1.1.1. C hebyshev Spaces and U nisolvent Approxim ating Functions
D efinition 3 (Chebyshev space). An n-dimensional linear space defined on 
the real line M is called a Chebyshev space of dimension n if every nontrivial 
function in this space has at most n — 1 zeroes in R.
D efin ition  4 (unisolvent families of functions [11]). We say that a family If 
of functions defined on [a,b] is unisolvent of degree n > 1, and we say that the 
functions of H are unisolvent, i f  all of the following conditions are met:
(a): /or n (fWmct o <  < zg < ... <  <  6
and arbitrary real numbers ?/i, ?/2, ■■■, J/n; there is an element p o fU  such 
that p{xi) =  yi, for 1 < i < n;
(b): for distinct p i,p 2  in H, pi — p2  has fewer than n zeroes in {a, b);
(c): for each p in U  and fixed distinct values x i,X 2 , •••, in [a, b], 
p(z) = p(æ; zi, $2,..., z»; 3/i, 3/2, --, w a con(müOïA@ /uMctzon 0/
yii 2/2) Vn-
L em m a 5. Chebyshev spaces of continuous functions are unisolvent.
P roo f. Property (5) is clear from the definition of Chebyshev spaces. Property
(a) is a consequence of property (6) (see [2 , page  74]). And property (c) is a 
consequence of the continuity of the members of the set and of properties (a) and 
(5) (see [14, page  72]). □
Some examples of unisolvent families of functions are given by Motzkin in [11]. 
They include the family of all straight lines, the family of all conics, and the family 
of all curves positively homothetic to a given (closed or infinite) convex curve that 
contains no straight segment, provided that each family is closed by including its 
limiting curves: points, straight lines, and pairs of straight lines.
Two examples of unisolvent functions are provided by Rice in [14, page 74], 
The first is a nonlinear unisolvent function obtained from a linear unisolvent func­
tion by making a transformation of variables. The second is a unisolvent function 
which cannot be obtained from a linear approximating function by a transforma­
tion of variables. Note that F{A, x) is a function determined by the parameters in 
the set A.
E xam ple  1 [14, page 74]. Consider F {A ,x) = a +  bx m  the interval [0,1], 
and make the transformation x' =  -\/x; y' =  y^. The resulting approximating 
function is
F \A , x') =  [a -+- b {x 'Y f, x' e  [0,1], 
which is nonlinear in the parameters a, b. One might think tha t the approximation
of f{x ')  by F'{A, x') is exactly equivalent to the approximation of g{x) = f{x^)
hy a + bx. That this is not the case is seen from the simple example of
y(z')-[i + 2
and approximation by
F'{A, x') =  .
The "best uniform approximation (see Definition 16)" to f{x ')  is F'{A*,x') — | ,  
or a'* = c | .  On the other hand, the best approximation to 1 -h 2 — | |  on [0,1]
by F (A, æ) =  a occurs when a* =  | ,  which is distinct from -2"
E xam ple  2 [14, page 74]. (We omit the argument for this example.)
{ a +  r* for r > 1, 
a +  (2 — r “*) for r  < 1.
1.1.2. T h e  Snake T h eo rem
T h eo rem  6 (The Snake Theorem). Let f  and g he two real-valued functions 
defined on [a,b] and let U be a unisolvent family of functions defined on [a,b], of 
degree n. Assume there is a function w in U and e > 0 such that f[ x )  + e < 
w{x) < g{x) — e for all x in [a,b]. Then there is an element p* in II and points
x i < X2  < ■■■ < Xn in [a, b] such that:
(6 .1): f{x ) < p*{x) < g{x) for all x  in [a,b];
(6 .2 ): /  touches p* at Xi for i odd, 1 < i < n;
(6.3): g touches p* at for i even, 2 < i < n.
And, there is a function q* in H and points Xi < X2  < ... < Xn in [a, b] such that: 
(6.1 '): f{x ) < q*{x) < g(x) for all x  in [a,b];
(6 .2 '): g touches q* at Xi for i odd, 1 < i < n;
(6.3 '): /  touches q* at x* for i even, 2 < i < n.
Furthermore, the functions p* and q* are the only functions satisfying (6.1), (6.2), 
(6.3) and (6.1'), (6.2'), (6.3') respectively.
An illustration, inspired by [8], follows the proof.
P roo f. See [7]. □
g(x)
w(x)
q*(x)
f(x)
Xï Xs Xe
Figure 1.1. The Snake Theorem
1.2. T h e  U niqueness T h eo rem
The uniqueness theorem of [6 , 7] is implicit in Pinkus's work, though with 
stronger hypotheses. Though he states that doing so would be useful, Pinkus is 
unsuccessful in extending his work to unisolvent families of functions. This is due to 
the fact that he is unable to successfully recast his work in the setting of unisolvent 
families and still apply the zero counting arguments of [4], which he utilizes in his 
proofs. He is able, however, to extend his work to a subset of unisolvent families 
he calls "extended nnisolvent families of functions."
D efinition 7 (extended unisolvent families of functions [1, 12]). A family of 
functions II, with appropriate parameters, defined on [a, b] is called an extended  
u n iso lven t fa m ily  of degree n +  1 i f  U E C^^^[a,h] and there exists a unique 
function which interpolates any given n +  1 "Hermite data, " where H e rm ite  in ­
terpo la tion  consists of finding the unique polynomial p of degree at most 2n +  1 
that agrees with the values of a function f  and its derivative taken at {n +1)-points 
æo,Zi,  ...æ» / (æ^)  ^  f   ^ =  0 ,1 ,  . . . ,n].
The theorem we consider is defined over nnisolvent families of functions. It 
is done so by modifying the zero counting arguments of [4], hence strengthening 
the theorem. Conditions are imposed to prevent the possibility of a "constant 
error curve," an inherent problem of "varisolvent families." The reasons for this 
are explained in the subsequent sections.
1.2.1. Varisolvent Approxim ating Functions
When approximation theory was first extended into nonlinear theory, see [11] 
for example, the results were not useful in general practice. According to Rice [15, 
page 1], this was because the nonlinear approximating functions were not uni­
solvent, and therefore did not satisfy a certain closure hypothesis proved unique 
to unisolvent functions in [13]. He concludes that a more useful nonlinear theory 
must include some of the elementary (unisolvent) approximating functions, and
also be broader than just unisolvent. Therefore, he examines some known ap­
proximation examples, rational approximation and approximation by aV' -f- c, and 
tries to find properties which are natural extensions of the properties of nnisolvent 
functions that are consistent with the following theorem, which is valid for both 
approximation examples he considers.
T h eo rem  8 ([15, pages 1-2]). The function p* e  II, II a family of functions 
satisfying appropriate conditions, is a best approximation to f  ^  C[a, b] if  and only 
i f  p*{x) — f{x )  oscillates at least m{p*)-times over [a, b], where m{p*) is the degree
o / y .
The first property he discovers is one which allows the number of zeroes to vary 
with the parameters. The second property is a solvence property tha t is defined 
only locally [i.e., in a neighbourhood of a given approximating function] rather 
than globally as is the case for nnisolvent functions. Rice states furthermore that 
the number of points at which one can "solve" varies with the parameters, and this 
number is the same number as for his first property. He calls functions satisfying 
these properties "varisolvent approximating functions."
D efin ition  9 (varisolvent families of functions). Let li he a family of real­
valued functions, continuous on [a,b]. I f  for each p  E H there is a number m(p) 
(the degree of p) such that given Xi,X 2 , ...,Xm{p) with a < Xi < ... < Xm{p) < b, and 
e > Q it is possible to find Ô > 0 such that:
(a): i f  q eU., q p, then q — p has at most m{p) — 1 zeroes;
(b): \uj — p{xj)\ < S for j  =  1,2, implies the existence of pi E U
such that Pi{xj) =  j  =  1, 2, m(p)  and \\p -  Pi|| < e.
And, if  1 < m{p) < D for some integer D and all p E W, then II is said to be 
a varisolvent fam ily o f functions. We call the elements of H varisolvent 
functions.
Lem ma 10. Unisolvent functions are varisolvent.
Proof. This result follows from [10, 15, pages 1-4]. Note that for unisolvent 
families, the degree does not vary. □
After presenting his definition. Rice states that the two types of approximating 
functions he considers for finding varisolvent properties, rational functions and 
ab^ + c, are two desirable examples of varisolvent fnnctions.
In the actual application of the theory of varisolvent functions, there are three 
principal areas of difficulty:
(i): discovery of the exact form of approximating function to be used in 
order to obtain an existence theorem;
(ii): proof of solvency;
(iii): the possible nonexistence of best approximations on finite point sets. 
Rice discusses these difficulties, which he concludes are present, in varying
degrees, for all the known and suspected examples of varisolvent functions, in
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[15, pages 38-39]. (There is a fourth area of difficulty, the possibility of a best 
approximation with a "constant error curve," which is discussed in Section 1.2.2.) 
He states that it is very desirable for every continuous function to possess a best 
approximation. This means that one must essentially choose an approximating 
function so that the set
{F(v4,æ) : ||F (^ ,æ )|| <  <7 <  oo},
for some n > 0, is compact. This can be done in two ways. One may add elements 
to the set, or one may identify limit points of the set with elements of the set. 
Both of these methods are used for exponential approximation (see [15, C fiap te r 
8]). For some varisolvent functions (polynomial rational functions) this problem is 
trivial, but for others it requires a detailed analysis of the approximating function.
The second area of difficulty is well illustrated by the example of exponential 
approximation. In [15, C fiap te r 8], the proof of solvency in this case is long and 
tedious. Rice reasons that this is due to the fact that he considers a nonlinear 
function, and, furthermore, that the function has a variety of explicit representa­
tions. He cautions that it is to be expected that the proof of solvency will present 
a problem of considerable importance for most nonlinear approximating functions, 
and therefore recommends that when one is exploring the possibility that a given
11
approximating function is varisolvent, tha t one should consider the other varisol­
vent properties first, and only proceed to solvency once the other properties are 
established.
The reason that the third area of difficulty arises is that the beneficial properties 
of continuity are lost for approximation on a finite point set. Rice, [15, page 39], 
provides the following example of the nonexistence of best approximations on a 
finite point set X  by a varisolvent function.
E xam ple.
F{A, ^ ^  ^  0,1}, / ( - I )  =  0 ,/(O) =  1 ,/ ( I )  =  0.
The function Y+nx^  ^ has a maximum deviation of from f{x ). Hence the devi­
ation of the best approximation should be zero. However, there is no function of 
the form F {A ,x)  which attains this deviation.
1.2.2. T h e  C o n sta n t E rro r  C urve  P ro b lem
The possibility of a best approximation with a "constant error curve" was 
overlooked in early literature. If such a situation does occur, theorems that char­
acterize a best approximation p* with the necessary and sufficient condition that 
p* oscillates a minimum amount of times, such as the theorem that Rice considers, 
could prove false.
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D efin ition  11 (constant error curve [10]). Let X  be any nonempty compact 
subset of [a, b]. A varisolvent family II on [a, b] is said to permit a co n sta n t error  
on X  if  there exists f  G C {X) and a best approximation p* to f  from  II on X  such 
that f(x )  —p*{x) = C on X , where C is a nonzero constant. We call f{ x )  — p*(x) 
the error curve with respect to f ,  associated with p*. Further, we say that p* 
gives rise to a co n sta n t error curve with respect to f .
It is known that a best approximation p* cannot give rise to a constant error 
curve with respect to /  in certain cases, see [10]. However, it has yet to be demon­
strated for all choices of varisolvent H. To ensure that every best approximation 
p* to every /  in [7] does not give rise to a constant error curve with respect to / ,  
Keener introduces the following assumption. (A brief discussion of the necessity of 
this assumption when approximating using elements of unisolvent families appears 
in Chapter 5.)
D efin ition  12 (Assumption A). Let f  and g be two real-valued functions de­
fined on [a,b] and let U be a unisolvent family of functions of degree n, defined on 
[a,b]. We say that A ssu m p tio n  A  is satisfied if  every element o fU  is bounded 
away from f  on some subinterval of [a, b] and from g on some subinterval of [a, b].
1.2.3. T h e  U niqueness T h eo rem
T h eo rem  13 (Uniqueness Theorem [7]). Let f  and g be two real-valued func­
tions defined on [a, b] and let U be a unisolvent family of functions of degree n,
13
defined on [a, b]. Assume Assumption A is satisfied. Also assume that Q, defined 
by Q — {q & ^  ■ f  < q ^  9  on [a,b]} is nonempty and that f  and g do not touch 
on [a,b]. Then the following are equivalent:
(13.1): Q is a singleton;
(13.2): There exists a q* in Q that oscillates {n+  l)-times between f  and 
g [i.e., q* alternately touches f  and g at n + 1 points and lies between f  
and g];
(13.3): There is no q in Q for which e > 0 can be found such that 
f  + e < q < g  — e on [a,b].
P roo f. See [7]. [sketch] (13.2) — > (13.1) utilizes a modified version of the zero 
counting arguments of [4]. (13.3) — > (13.2) utilizes, among other arguments. 
Lemma 1 of [7] and the satisfaction of Assnmption A. (13.1) — > (13.3) follows 
directly from the observation that given an element of a unisolvent family, there 
is another element arbitrarily close to it (in the uniform norm). □
1.3. A n O scillation  T h eo rem  C om bin ing  th e  Tw o R esu lts
In order to state the result tha t leads to our various applications, we need a 
definition.
D efin ition  14 (norm-like). Let II C C[a,b]. Let M  : H —> [0, oo] be a given 
extended real-valued functional and define p(M ,a) =  M “^([0, cr]) fo r a  > 0. The 
functional M  is said to be norm-like (an NL-functional) i f  â = inf{M(p) :
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p G n}  > 0 and there exist two families of real-valued functions defined on [a,b], 
Fm  — {fa  : CT ^  0} and Gm — {da : cr >  0} with the following properties:
(N L l): f„ and do not touch for a ^  à;
(NL2): for a finite, p G p{M, a) [i.e., M{p) < a] iff fa < p < Qa andp  G II;
(NL3): for a finite, M{p) = a only if  there is no e > 0 such that 
A  +  E: <  p  <  —  6 .
Note that in any interesting problem b > 0.
T h eo rem  15 ([7]). Let II 6e a unisolvent family of continuous functions on 
[a,h] of degree n, and let M  be an NL-functional. I f  p* minimizes M  over II and 
Fm and C m are given as in the above definition, then p* oscillates (n +  1)-times 
between fa* and ga*, for some a* ^  0. Conversely, i f  for some choice of Fm  and 
C m , P* in H oscillates (n +  l)-tim es between fa*and ga*, for some a* ^  0, then 
p* minimizes M  over II.
Proof. Assume p* oscillates (n +  l)-times between fa* and ga*. Then Q* = {p & 
n  : /ct* < p < Per*} is a singleton by Theorem 13 provided tha t fa* and ga* do not 
touch on [a,b]. By (NL2), fa* < p <  ga* implies â  < a*. Thus, fa* and ga* do 
not touch by (N L l). Therefore, for all p G II — {p*}, M(p) > a* by (NL2). Thus, 
p* uniquely minimizes M . Conversely, suppose that p* minimizes M . That is, 
M{p*) = a. Then there is no e > 0 and p G II such that +  e <  p < — G, since
such a p would imply by {NL3) that M(p) 7^  a, hence M(p) < a, contradicting
15
the definition of p*. By Theorem 6 , this implies that p* oscillates (n +  l)-times. 
By (NL2), it is clear that a* > M{p*). □
1.4. U ses o f T h eo rem  15
In [7], Keener shows how Theorem 15 can be used to characterize best approx­
imations in practice. He casts three unique approximation problems considered by 
Pinkus in [12], each in the setting of the NL-functional, and applies Theorem 15 
to obtain the desired oscillation statements. In other words. Keener uses Theorem 
15 as a tool to apply the snake theorem to these problems. He then suggests five 
additional approximation problems tha t he believes Theorem 15 can be used on to 
obtain the desired results. We consider three of these problems in this thesis.
CHAPTER 2
A pproxim ation w ith  C onstraints O utside th e Interval o f  
A pproxim ation
One type of approximation problem that may utilize Rice’s varisolvent approx­
imating functions is approximation with constraints outside the interval of approx­
imation. This type of approximation problem was discussed at length by Laurent 
in [9], and deals with finding (in our setting) the "best uniform approximation" 
of a given function /  defined on a compact set in M, with the best approximation 
restricted on another compact set in R, and chosen from a family of functions on 
the compact interval of R comprised of the union of the two compact sets. A 
generic problem statement for this type of approximation is given below.
D efin ition  16 (best uniform approximation). L e tX  be a set, A  Ç R, and sup­
pose that f  is a real-valued function defined on X . Let H be a family of real-valued 
functions defined on X . Then p* in H is said to be a best u n ifo rm  approxi­
m a tio n  to f  if  sup{\ f {x)  — p*{x)\ ; X in X }  is minimal over all p in H. (The 
supremum is the uniform measure of approximation.)
P ro b lem  17. Let f  6 C[a, b\ and let c < a and d > b be given. Let u and v be 
elements ofC[c, d] with u < v on [c, d]. Let H be some family of functions (perhaps
16
17
linear and finite-dimensional, unisolvent, or varisolvent). Find the best uniform 
approximation p* (if such a p* exists), on [a,b], to f  from  II under the constraint 
that u < p* < V on [c, d].
2.1. L a u re n t’s W ork
When exploring this type of approximation, Laurent considers the following 
problem, which differs somewhat from Problem 17.
P ro b lem  18. Let K  and FI be (not necessarily disjoint) compact sets of a 
metric space, X  = K i j H , and C{X)  be a family of continuous real valued functions 
on X . Let fl be an n-dimensional subspace o fC{X)  with the functions / i ,  / 2, fn, 
linearly independent on K , as its basis. For given f  E C(X) ,  we call H the set 
of p E U which satisfy p{x) < f {x)  for all x E H. (Note that fl is a closed, 
convex subset of U.) Put ||/i||^ =  max^igic |h(x)|. We seek p* E H such that 
| | / - p * | |  =infpenll / -p |l  = o'*-
He characterizes a best approximant to /  (see Theorem 20), and proves its 
existence in [9].
T h eo rem  19 (existence). I f ï i i s  not empty for a certain f  E C{X),  then there 
always exists at least one best approximant p* of f  m H.
18
Proof. If p e  n  is not the best approximation of / ,  [i.e., a — \\f — p\\ > cr*], since 
\\P-P\\ > 2h implies | | /  - p | |  > |||p - p | |  -  \ \p -  f\\\ > b, we get:
a* = inf 11/ — pII with B  = {p e  Û : \\p — p\\ < 2a}.p£B
W ith B  being compact, the infimum is attained. □
A ssum ptions. Given p e Ü  and the corresponding error function e — /  — p, 
Laurent makes the following definitions:
(i): E+ =  {æ € : e(æ) =  ||/(æ) -p (æ )||};
(ii): E~ = {x e  K  : e{x) = -  \\f{x) -p (z ) ||} ;
(iii): N — {x e  H  : e(x) =  0};
(iv): E =  E+ U E^ (the set of all extremal points);
(v): C = E U N  (the set of all critical points).
Theorem  20 (characterization). Assume H is nonempty. The function p* G fî 
is the best approximation to f  from  H i f  and only if  one can find, for e* = f  — p*,
k critical points, k < n + 1, Xi,X 2 , ...,Xk (of which at least one is extremal) and a
k
functional L : H —> R, defined using the points L{h) = • h{xi), such that:
i—\
(20.1): Ai > 0 if Xi € E+;
(20.2): \  < 0 ifx i G E ~ A N .
Proof. See [9] □
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2.2. R ecasting th e A pproxim ation Problem  in th e Setting o f the
N L-functional
A ssum ptions. We will assume the following in the rest of this section:
(i): Di and D 2  are compact sets in M;
(ii): u and v are real-valued functions defined on D 2 ;
(iii): E  = [c, d] = D iU  is a (compact) interval of R;
(iv): n  is a unisolvent family of degree n defined on E;
(v): F  : Di — > R is a continuous function;
(vi): is the sup norm on Di.
(Note that II is unisolvent, as Theorem 15 is only defined for unisolvent families 
of functions.)
D efinition 21. We define ft as the set of all functions gr G II whieh satisfy 
u{x) < g{x) < v(x) for x  € D 2 .
D efinition 22. We define the families of functions Fm ~  {fa  : <7 > 0} and 
Gm = {ga ■ > 0}, where M  is defined in Theorem 26, on E  by
T(x) — u if X G D\ — D 2
u{x) i f  X e  D 2 — Di 
max{F{x) — a,u{x)} if  x  e  Di H D 2
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and
F{x) + a if X e  Di -  D 2  
9a{x) =  < v[x) if  X e  D 2 — Di
min{F{x) + a,v{x)} if x  e  D iD  D 2 .
To show the existence of a best approximation, we require the following.
D efin ition  23. Fix distinct points Xi,X 2 ,...Xn in [c,d]. For H a unisolvent 
family of functions of degree n defined on [c, d], define, for each z = {zi, Z2 , ■■■, Zn) ^  
M", F(z) in n  to be the (unique) element of H that takes on the values Zi at Xi 
for 1 < i < n. Note that the definition of unisolvent implies that F  : E ” 11 zs a 
bijection.
L em m a 24. Suppose that u and v are defined on the compact set D 2  Ç [a, d] 
and that u < v on Ü 2 - Then the set K  of all z  E E ” such that u < F{z) < v on 
D 2  is closed.
Proof. Let {z*} be a sequence of points in K  that converge to the point w € E". 
Suppose for a contradiction that F(w)(to) — v{to) +  g for some to G D 2  and 
some e > 0. Since F(z) depends continuously on z, there is a point z* such that 
||F (z * * )  -  F(w)||j^^j < £. Hence |F(z**)(to) -  F(w)(to)| < £. This implies that 
F(z**)(to) > F(w)(to) — £ — vifo). But this is impossible since F(z®*) G K .  So 
F(w ) < V.  Similarly, u < F(w ). It follows tha t K  is closed. □
T h eo rem  25 (existence). Let If be as above. Then there is an element p* of 
F{K ) that minimizes | | /  —
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P ro o f  (using  som e o f th e  ideas o f T h eo rem  19). Let g be any element of F (i^) 
and let p = \\f — g||g^. Define M  = {w E K  : \wi — < 2p îor 1 < i < n}.
Notice that any element w not in M  satisfies | > 2p for some i*. So
\\F{'w) — fWn^ > \wi* — f  {xi*)\ > \wi* — F  | —|F  ^{q)i* ~  f{xi*)\
> 2p — p = p.
And
in f{ ||/ -  F(w)||^^ : w G F }  =  in f{ ||/ -  F(w)||^^ : w G M }.
Now
M  =  F  n  {w G E" : \wi — F^^(q)i\ < 2p for 1 < z < n}.
The first set in the intersection is closed and the second is closed and bounded. So 
M  is a closed and bounded subset of R " and therefore is compact. We conclude that 
the continuous function F (z ) — | | /  — F(z)||^^ has a minimum z* on M  which is 
therefore a minimum on F .  Thus, p* =  F(z*) is a best constrained approximation.
□
T h eo rem  26. Using the above notation, assume that u{x) < F{x) < v{x) for 
all X G D 2  and that u and v do not touch at any point of D 2 . Also assume that 
Assumption A is satisfied. Define ü  =  m f(||F  — p|| ; p  G ft}  >  0, and M  ; II — s- R  
by
M{p) = ||F  — p\\ if  p satisfies u(x) < p(x) < v{x) for all x  E D 2
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and
M{p) — 00 otherwise.
Then p* minimizes M(p) over II i f  and only if  p* oscillates (n +  l)-times between 
/ÿ and Qâ ■ Furthermore, the best approximation is unique.
We need to show {NLl), (NL2), and (NL3) hold to prove that M{p) is norm­
like. Once this is shown, we can apply Theorem 15 to obtain the oscillation 
statements.
P ro o f. We will first verify that M{p) is norm-like.
For {N Ll),  suppose that touches at z G E, where a > â. Then there are 
sequences and {y„} such that  ^ z, z, and fa{xn) — PaiVu) — > 0 .
W ithout loss of generality, we may assume that all the terms of the two sequences 
are such that for all n one of the following four conditions holds:
A  (a;») ^  and +  cr;
or
or
or
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In the first case we have, letting ra —> oo
=  «(a;») <  +  (T == (;/»),
implying cr =  0.
In the second case we similarly deduce that, letting n ^  oo 
A(a;») == F(a:n) -  cr <  F(?/^) +  (% =
implying 2cr =  0.
The third case implies u{Xn) — v{yn) — > 0, and the fourth case is like the first one. 
All of the above implications are contradictions.
For (NL2), suppose that /o- < p < go- and p e  II. Then for z  in Di n  Dg we must 
have
max{F(x) — cr, u{x)} < p{x) < m in{F(z) +  cr, u(a;)} {*)
and for x in Di — D 2  we must have
F{x) — cr < p(x) < F{x) +  a.
In any event, we have the latter pair of inequalities satisfied for all x  in D\ which 
implies that M(p) <  cr, [i.e., p G p(M, a)], unless M(p) =  00, that is, unless p does
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not satisfy the constraints. But for x E D 2  — Di we have
w(z) <  p(æ) <  n(æ)
so combining with (*) we have the above pair of inequalities satisfied for all x E D 2  
and so M{p) 7^  00 and M{p) < a.
Conversely, suppose that M{p) < a. By definition, p € II. Since a is finite, p must 
satisfy the constraints on Dg. Then furthermore, M{p) — j|F — p|| <  a. That is,
F{x) — a < p{x) < F{x) +  a for all x E Di.
But these implications together imply tha t /^ < p <  5'a- on E.
For (NL3), assume that for cr finite, M(p) =  cr. Then j|F —p|| =  cr and the
constraints on D 2  are satisfied. Suppose nevertheless that there is an 6 > 0 such
that
A  +  6 <  p <  -  G.
In particular,
F (z) — (cr — g) <  p(z) <  F(æ) +  (o- — e) (**)
for X E Di — D 2  and for x E DiC] D 2  we have
max{F(æ) — (cr — e), u{x)} < p{x) < min{F(x) +  (cr — e), n(x)}
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which implies (**) for such x. Thus (**) holds for all x in Di. But this says that 
M{p) <cr — 6, contradicting M{p) — a.
Thus, M{p) is norm-like. And thus the oscillation statements can be obtained by 
applying Theorem 15. Uniqueness follows as in Theorem 13. □
2.3. F u tu re  C on sid era tio n s
An interesting extension to our theorem would be to see if the desired oscillation 
statements can still be obtained if E  is not defined as an interval.
It would also be interesting to see if Theorem 15 could be extended to include 
all varisolvent functions, which in turn may allow our theorem to be expanded 
to include them as well. Although [7] introduces a valid snake theorem with II 
defined as a varisolvent family of functions defined on [a, b], the constraints on the 
theory have thus far proved too great to allow the desired result.
CHAPTER 3 
R eciprocal A pproxim ation
3.1. R a tio n a l A p p ro x im atio n
We first examine general rational approximation, following Cheney [2, C h ap ­
te r  5], a standard reference. Consider the following problem.
P ro b lem  27. Let f  e  C[a,b], and m  > 0, n > 0 be integers. Find the best 
approximation of f  using functions of the form R = ^ ,  where P{x) = oq + a-xx + 
... +  and Q(x) =  6q +  bix +  ... +  hmX^.
Observe that R  is not guaranteed to be bounded on [a, 6], as there are no 
restrictions on the definition of Q preventing Q{x) = 0 for some x. Thus, for 
approximating continuous functions in the uniform norm, it is necessary that Q 
have no zero on [a, 6]. And, there is no loss of generality in requiring that Q{x) > 0  
on [a,h\. Further, there is no loss of generality in representing the function R  in the 
irreducible form of ^  [i.e., P  and Q have no common factors other than constants]. 
We denote the resulting family of rational functions by R ^ia , h].
D éfin ition  28. We define the family of rational functions R ^[a, 6] by 
: deg(P) <  n,deg(Q) <  > 0 on [a, 6] I ,
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where deg(F) and deg(Q) denote the degrees of P  and Q respectively, and ^  is 
irreducible.
The question of existence of best rational approximations in R ^[a, 6] is an­
swered in the affirmative with the following theorem.
Theorem  29. To each function f  € C[a,b] there corresponds at least one best 
rational approximation from the family Wf\a, b].
P roof (from [2, page 154]). Let 8 =dist{f,IVffj and let %  be a sequence of 
elements in R ” such that \\Rk — f\\ — > 8. (We may write Rk = ^ ,  where 
deg(Pfc) < n, deg(Qfc) < m, ||Qfc|| =  1, and Q{x) > 0 in [a,6].) By passing to 
a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
\\Rk — / I I  < (^  +  1 for all k.
Consequently,
ll-Rfell < ll-Rfc — /  ll + ll/ll <<^  + 1 + 11/11 =  d-
Since
|Pt(z)| = |%(:r)| iRtWI < ||%||
the pairs (Pk,Qk) lie in the compact set defined by inequalities ||P || <  9 and 
I  I Q  I I  =  1. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
Pk —  ^ P  and Qk — » Q.
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Clearly, ||Q|| =  1; thus there can be at most m  points Xi where Q{xi) =  0. At all 
other points, is well defined, and we have
Pkjx) __  ^ P{x)
Consequently for these points.
<  g, or | f  (a;)| <  0 |Q N | -
By continuity, this last inequality is valid for all x  in [a, b]. Consequently, any zero 
of Q in [a, b] is also a zero of P, and the linear factor corresponding to it may be 
canceled from P  and Q. The removal of such a linear factor does not disturb the 
previous inequality, and so we may repeat this cancellation process until Q is free 
of zeroes on [a,b]. Let R  denote the resulting element of Since  ^ R,
\ \ R - f \ \ = S .  □
T h eo rem  30 (characterization). Let R  be the set of all functions R  = ^ ,  
where P  varies in one finite-dimensional subspace P  of C[a,b], and Q varies in 
another finite-dimensional subspace Q, but subject to the restriction Q(x) > 0 in 
[a, b]. Given R  e K ,  we form the subspace P  +  RQ  consisting of all Pi +  RQi with 
Pi e  P  and Qi E Q. An element R  E P  is a best approximation to f  ^  P  if  and 
only if no element (j) e P  -E RQ  has the same signs as f  — R  on the set of critical 
points
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Proof. See [2, page 159]. □
Theorem  31 (characterization with oscillation). Using the notation of Theo­
rem 30, define v(P +  RQ) by
r)(P +  RQ) = 1 +  [the maximum number of variations in 
sign possessed by members o /P  +  RQ),
and 7](P +  RQ) by
7](P +  RQ) — the maximum dimension of the "Haar subspaces" o /P  +  RQ.
I f  the error function e = f  — R  oscillates at least [1 +  v{P  +  RQ)]-times, then R  
is a best approximation to f  from R. I f  R  is a best approximation to f ,  then e 
oscillates at least [1 +  r]{P + RQ)]-times.
Proof. See [2, page 161] for the definition of "Haar subspaces," and this proof.
□
3.2. A pproxim ation by Reciprocals
A special case of the classical work on rational approximation would be to ex­
amine those problems where the approximating families consist only of reciprocals. 
The approximating families in this case would be specific subsets of Cheney’s R ^ , 
with deg(F) =  0 and uq =  1 for all choices of P. One can generalize, for example
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instead of using reciprocals of polynomials one may use reciprocals of elements of 
a Chebyshev space or unisolvent family, as shown in the sample problem below.
P ro b lem  32. Let f  6 C[a, 6] and let II 6e a Chebyshev space or unisolvent 
family. Find the best uniform approximation to f  on [a, b] from ^  : p G II,
p ^ 0  on [a, 6]}.
3.2.1. R ecastin g  th e  A p p ro x im a tio n  P ro b lem  in  th e  S e ttin g  o f th e  NL- 
fu n c tiona l
We have been unable to create an extended real-valued functional M  that is 
norm-like and also appropriate to the problem being studied. This turns out to be 
beneficial, since we can weaken our definition of norm-like, and in turn  strengthen 
Theorem 15, to obtain oscillation statements for this type of approximation. For 
the revised definition, which we refer to as "weakly-norm-like," we introduce a 
constraint L >  a  for a  in our definition of the families of real-valued functions Fm 
and G m -
D efinition 33 (weakly-norm-like). Let II C C[a,b], and let M  : U. — > [0, oo] 
be a given extended real-valued functional. M  is said to be weakly-norm -like  if  
a =  inf{M(p) : p G 11} > 0 and there exists an L > a and two families of real­
valued functions defined on [a,b], Fm =  {fa : 0 < a < L} and C m =  {9a ■ 0 < 
(T < L} with the following properties:
(N L l') : /cr and Pa do not touch for a < a < L;
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(NL2'): f o r O < a < L ,  M{p) < cr iff < p < and p G II;
(NL3'): for 0 < a < L, M{p) = a only i f  there is no e > 0 such that
fcr +  £ ^  P <  9a — £■
Again note that â > 0 implies that we are dealing with an interesting problem.
Theorem  34 (stronger Theorem 15). Let Ii he a unisolvent family of contin­
uous functions on [a, h] of degree n, and let M  : II — > [0, oo] be a weakly-NL- 
functional. I f  p* minimizes M  over II and Fm and Gm are as defined in the above 
definition, then p* oscillates {n +  1)-times between f^r*and g^», for some a* satis­
fying 0 < a* < L. Conversely, ifp* oscillates {n-\- l)-times between f„*and g„* for 
some a* satisfying 0 < a* < L, then p* minimizes M  over II.
P roo f. Assume first that p* oscillates (n +  1)-times between f^ r* and g„* for some
a* satisfying Q < a* < L. Then the set Q* = {p e  U : fa-» < p < gaff is a,
singleton by Theorem 13 provided tha t fa* and ga* do not touch on [a,b]. By 
{NL2'), fa* < p  < ga* implies â  < M{p) < a*. Thus, fa* and ga* do not touch by 
{NLl').  Therefore, for all p G II — {p*}, M(p) > a* by {NL2'). Thus, p* uniquely 
minimizes M. Conversely, suppose that p* minimizes M. That is, M{p*) — â. 
Then there is no e > 0 and p G II such that fa + £ < P < 9a ~  £, since such 
a p would imply by {NL3') that M(p) ^  a, hence M(p) < A, contradicting the 
definition of p*. By Theorem 6, this implies that p* oscillates (n+ l)-tim es between 
fa  and ga. □
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L em m a 35. I f  M  is norm-like, it is weakly norm-like.
P roo f. If the conditions are satisfied without the constraint on a, then trivially 
they are satisfied with it. □
Theorem  36. Let F  : [a, b] — >• M be a continuous function on [a, b] and let 
n  ^  {0} be the algebraic polynomials p of degree at most n — 1 [i.e., the dimension 
of the space is n]. Let M  : II — > [0, oo] be an extended real valued functional given
63/
[  F - I  ifpÿ^O on[a ,b]
M{p) — <
I 0 0  if  p — 0 at some point of [a, b] 
where ||-|| is the uniform norm on [a,b].
Assume that F  > 0 on [a, b], that Assumption A is satisfied, and le ta  — mi{M{p) : 
p G n}  > 0. Then p* o fU  minimizes M{p) over II iffp* oscillates (n +  1)-times 
between f^  and g^, where we define
with L  =  F{ x)   ^ assuming L < inf^g[a,6] .F(æ) (required for
well-defined g„). Furthermore, the best approximation is unique.
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su p {F (x ):x e  [a,b]j
F(x)
iiif{F (x ):x e  [a,b]î
ba
Figure 3.1. Definition of K  and L
When proving this theorem, we will first show that M  is weakly-norm-like. 
Then we will apply Theorem 34 to obtain the required oscillation statements.
Proof. That is well-defined is trivial, while a =  inf{M(p) : p G 11} > 0 is given 
in the problem statement. Define (see Figure 3.1)
^  ^  +  inLe[g,6] F{x) ^  ^
Then, since Ç.W.,0 < L. Since inf^ g[a,&] F{x) > L, then F  — {a + S) > 0
on [a, h] for some > 0. Since a < L < inf^g[a,6] F(x), we can conclude that po- is 
well-defined.
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For (NLV), assume to the contrary that and touch for some x* G [a,b] and 
some a > a .  Thus, using the continuity of F,
1 1
F{x*) +  a F(x*) — a
-a = a 2o =  0 ,
which contradicts that cr > cr > 0.
For {NL2'), assume that p e  p(M, cr) =  {p E fl : F  ~  \  < cr} for 0 < a  <  L.
Then p E II by definition and we have M(p) =  F  — I < a. That is, F{x) — a < 
< F{x) +  cr for all x  in [a, h]. Then F{x) — cr ^  0, F{x) +  cr 7^  0, and p(x) > 0. 
We have for z in [a, b]
< p(z) <
F ( z )  +  (T F(x)  — a ’
tha t is, fa- <  p <  Qa- Conversely, if /o- <  p <  5'<r and p E II for some cr satisfying 
0 < cr < L, we have that p(z) is never 0 and the above argument is reversible.
For (NFS'), assume that M(p) =  cr for 0 < a  < L. Then p(z) 7  ^ 0. Suppose that 
for £ > 0 we have /a  +  £ < p < per — e on [a, 6]. Then in fact p > 0 on [a, b]. So, 
we have
> 1 >
which is equivalent to
F (z) -  (7 < < cr
1 — e[F{x) — a] p(x) 1 +  s[F{x) +  cr] ’
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Now there is a > 1 such that l+ e [F (x )+ (7] > <5i on [a, b] and since F{x) — a > w 
for some w > 0, there is a ^2 < 1 such tha t 1 — £[F{x) — cr] < ^2 on [a, b]. So,
and also
F ( x ) + a
1 +  s[F{x) +  a]
Let (f — meix{f-,a — w[^ — 1]} < a. Then
cr
F(a;) -  d < < F(æ) +  d.
That is,
F  - -  
P
<  IT <  (7M{p) =
which contradicts the initial assumption.
Thus, M{p) is weakly-norm-like. And thus the oscillation statements can be ob­
tained by applying Theorem 34. Uniqueness follows as in Theorem 13. □
3.2.2. F u tu re  C o nsidera tions
It would be useful to weaken the rather strong requirements on F.
CHAPTER 4 
M axim in A pproxim ation
Unlike the previous two types of approximation problems we have explored, 
maximin approximation has never been, to our knowledge, discussed in the lit­
erature. In fact, the origin of this type of approximation problem was an oral 
suggestion made many years ago at a conference. It is so named because the idea 
is to maximize the minimum deviation between the function we wish to approxi­
mate and the elements of our approximating family. Below is the generic problem 
statement for this type of approximation.
P ro b lem  37. Let f  6 C[a,b], Let u and v he elements of C[a,h\ with u < v 
on [a, b]. Let H be some family of continuous functions (perhaps linear and finite- 
dimensional, unisolvent, or varisolvent). Find the function p* E U on [a, b] that 
maximizes m in{|/(x) — p{x)\ : x G [a, 6]} under the constraint that u < p* < v on 
[c, d]. Note that p* must lie strictly above or strictly below f ,  unless there are no 
such functions.
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4.1. R ecasting th e Approxim ation Problem  in th e Setting o f the
NL-functional
W ithout the benefit of previously solved problems to use as a backdrop for our 
exploration, we set out first to see if we could obtain the oscillation statements 
using minimal conditions. However, there does not seem to be a natural way to 
guarantee that f„ and Qo- will not touch on [a, b] other than explicitly assuming that 
they will not. Therefore, as in the previous chapter on reciprocal approximation, 
we create a theorem whose hypothesis does not include assumptions tha t make the 
problem uninteresting.
A ssum ptions. We will assume the following in the rest of this section:
(i): F  and v are continuous functions defined on [a, b];
(ii): n  is a unisolvent family of functions of degree n  defined on [a, b].
D efinition 38. We define H as the set of all p g U satisfying p{x) < v{x) for 
all X  in [a, b].
D efinition 39. We define the families of functions Fm =  {/<t : cr > 0} and 
Gm = {g<j : O' >  0}, where M  is defined in Theorem 4-1, on [a,b] by faix)  =  
F  + K  — a for all a > 0, where K  = sup{vix) — F(x) \ x  £[a, b]}, and ga{x) = v 
for all cr >  0 .
T h eo rem  40 (existence). Given the above definitions, there is ap* E l l  which 
maximizes m in{|/(x) — p{x)\ : x E [a,b]}.
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Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 25, with changes in the 
obvious places. □
T h eo rem  41. Using the above definitions, assume that v > F  on [a, b]. Define 
M{p) =  K —mi{p{x) — F{x) : x  6 [a,b]} ifp  < v on [a,b] andM(p) = oo otherwise. 
Also define â — inf{M(p) : p G 11} > 0, and M'{p) — inf{p(x) — F{x) : x G [a, 6]}. 
( Observe that M{p) = K  — M'[p) i fp  < v on [a, b\.) Also assume that Assumption 
A is satisfied and that fa- and g„ do not touch for a > a.
Then p* G ft is a best maximin approximation to F  iff p* oscillates {n +  1 ) -times 
between f„* and g^* for some a*.
We will first show that M (p) is norm-like. Unlike the previous two types 
of approximation problems we have explored, showing this does not automatically 
obtain the desired oscillation statements. Using the above definitions, showing that 
M (p) is norm-like only allows us to reach the conclusions of the above theorem. 
Note that the minimization of M  over H is equivalent to the maximization of M ' 
over ft.
Proof. As defined, â > 0 and fa- and Ça- do not touch for a > â.
For (NL2), assume for a finite that M{p) < a. Then the constraint p  < u is 
satisfied (since u is finite) and M'{p) > K —a. That is, p{x) > F { x )+ K —a = /^.(x) 
for each x in [a,b]. Conversely, suppose that for a finite, f„ < p < g„. Then p 
satisfies the constraint and p(x) > F{x) -f AT — cr for all x in [a, 6], which implies
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p(x) — F{x) > K  — a for all x  in [a, b] and hence M'{p) > K  — a, which is equivalent 
to
M{p) — K  — M'{p) < a
as required.
For (NL3), suppose that for a finite, M{p) = a but there is an e > 0 such that 
A  4- 6 <  p < gg — E. Then p surely satisfies the constraint and p >  fa + £ implies 
that
p{x) >  F{x) + K  — a + e 
for all X in [a, b] or equivalently that for such x
K  — \p{x) — F{x)] < a — e
and hence
M{p) — K  — M'{p) < a — e 
which contradicts M{p) = a.
Thus, M{p) is norm-like.
And thus we may deduce that, given f„ and do not touch for cr > d, p* is a 
best maximin approximation to F  iff p* oscillates (n -f l)-times between fa* and 
V = Qa* for some a*. □
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Theorem  42. Ifp* ofÛ  oscillates (n + l)-times between fa* and g^* for some 
a*, where fa* and g a* do not touch, then p* minimizes M  over H. Furthermore, 
the best approximation is unique.
Proof. The result is not immediate since we do not know that a* =  â. However, 
by Theorem 13, under these circumstances Q = {p E Ii fa* < ]? <  u} is a 
singleton and any better approximation must necessarily be in Q. So, we may 
deduce that p* is optimal as desired. Uniqueness follows as in Theorem 13. □
4.2. Future Considerations
As mentioned above, there is no obvious way to guarantee tha t fa and ga 
will not touch on [a, b] other than assuming that they will not. (The solution we 
produce merely assumes that (A^Ll) holds.) Ideally, one will be able to eliminate 
the possibility of touching by finding appropriate natural restrictions (preferably 
few) that will deal with touching in a manner other than simply assuming that fa 
and Ça do not touch for a > a.
CHAPTER 5 
D iscussion
We show how Theorem 15 (or a slightly strengthened Theorem 15) can be ef­
fectively used as a tool to apply the snake theorem to three unique approximation 
problems. Each of these problems were suggested by Keener in [7]. In the cases of 
approximation with constraints outside the interval of approximation and recipro­
cal approximation, we consider results in the literature. We recast these results (or 
expand and then recast these results) in the setting of the NL-functional and apply 
Theorem 15 to obtain the desired oscillation statements. In the case of maximin 
approximation, all results are apparently new.
5.1. Future C onsiderations
We introduce the remaining two approximation problems Keener suggests in 
this section, as well as a brief discussion of the necessity of Approximation A when 
approximating using elements of unisolvent families.
5.1.1. Other Suggested A pproxim ation Problem s
We leave two of the five approximation problems that Keener suspects Theo­
rem 15 can be applied to unexplored. One may wish to determine whether Theorem
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15 can be effectively used as a tool to apply the snake theorem to the remaining 
two problems. Generic forms of these problems, modular approximation and ap­
proximation by trigonometric polynomials on intervals longer than 27t, are given 
below. Note that they may not be tractable as written. As we discovered when 
exploring the other three, it is probable tha t additional hypotheses will need to be 
added before a practical solution can be obtained.
5.1.1.1. M odular Approxim ation.
Problem  43. Let f  € G[a, b] and let II be a Chebyshev space. Find the function 
p* in n  that minimizes d{f ,p)  — ||[ /J  — [pj||, where ||-|| is the uniform norm on 
[a, 6] and [-J is the floor function.
5.1.1.2. Approxim ation by Trigonom etric Polynom ials on Intervals Longer 
than 27t.
Problem  44. Let f  G C[a,b], where b — a > 2%, and let Ii be a space of 
trigonometric polynomials. Find the best uniform approximation to f  from  H.
5.1.2. A ssum ption A
The necessity of Assumption A when approximating using elements of uni­
solvent families is questioned in [7]. Keener suspects tha t this assumption can be 
substantially weakened or even removed in this case. One may wish to affirm this 
suspicion, which would not only strengthen the results of [7], but also the results 
presented in this thesis.
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